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CREATING A FLEX BIMAS-2 PROGRESS MONITORING PLAN 

There will be instances in which the monitoring of an intervention might require the use of a 
plan that is flexible, one that will require the use of items/behaviors that may or may not exist 
in the BIMAS-2 Standard Form (BIMAS-2 SF).   
 
Previously, we discussed the simplest scenario where the BIMAS-SF is used throughout an 
intervention to monitor its progress.  We called that Plan A.  In this guide, we will discuss 
additional pm-plans, some that involve the BIMAS-2 SF as a pretest-posttest measure, some 
that include the BIMAS-SF as a posttest measure only, some that utilize certain BIMAS-2 SF 
items only, some that utilize items created by an IEP team or interventionist and various 
combinations of all of the above.   
 
In Plan B, for example, the BIMAS-SF is used twice as a pretest and posttest measure. During 
the intervention, there are additional measures of behaviors that are used with various 
schedules of duration.  The content of these Flex behavior pm-plans can vary and may include:  

• Selected Individual items from the standard form, These offer the advantage of 
having normative data available.   

• Customized items  
o (a) Click on the "Resources" menu item, and look at a list of excel files 

named Flex items.  These items are elaborations of the BIMAS-SF items 
that might be applicable to certain situations or settings.  The items are 
written both in a positive and negative valance.  Select the one that fits 
your client’s needs.   

o (b) Create your own items- (existing IEP; or from critical items from 
diagnostic tools you might have administered already). 

 
These flex options are incorporated and are briefly described in the various plans titled Plans B, 
C and D respectively in the tables below.  
 

     

PLAN B: 
Duration of Intervention: January 5th to March 25th  

In Plan B, the BIMAS-SF is used as a pretest and a posttest measure of an intervention.  

During this period, the plan calls for the use of two additional measures noted in the table 

with the two-colored arrows.  The blue arrow represents measures of the pm-plan 

behaviors that will begin right after the pretest and will continue up until the posttest 

period.  The blue arrow, for example, might represent a pm-plan designed to assess the 

effectiveness of an intervention on conduct-related behaviors.  The green arrow denotes a 

data gathering pm-plan that begins with the start of the second rating period and ends right 

 



before the posttest period.  The green arrow might relate to a pm-plan that measures the 

effectiveness of an intervention that relates to depression.  

 

Flex item:  What refers to as the Flex Item in the Table below are components of the pm-

plan that you must create first in the Custom Flex Question Library of the BIMAS-2 platform 

before you can utilize/import it as part of an active monitoring pm-assessment plan. (see 

demonstration below)  

 

PRETEST Pm_Rating1 
period 

Pm_Rating2 
period 

Pm_Rating3 
period 

POSTTEST 

BIMAS-SF 

 
Pretest date:   
(Jan 5th to  Jan 10th) 

Use Flex item * 
 
 
 
 
 

use Flex item use Flex item BIMAS-SF 

 
 
Posttest date:  
(Mar 20th to Mar 25th) 

 

 

PLAN C: 
Duration of Intervention: January 5th to March 25th  

In Plan C, pm-plan data are collected using a flex pm-plan from the start of the intervention.  

The intervention is to begin January 5th and is designed to last until March 25th.  During this 

period, the plan incorporates two measures which are noted in the table with the two 

colored arrows.  The blue arrow represents measures of behaviors that will begin January 

5th and will continue right before the posttest period, March 20th in our example.  The green 

arrow denotes a data gathering pm-plan that begins with the start of the second rating 

period and ends right before the posttest period.  During the March 20th to March 25th, a 

posttest administration involves the administration of a the BIMAS-2 SF.  

 

The blue arrow, represents a pm-plan designed to assess the effectiveness of an 

intervention on conduct-related behaviors, and the green arrow relates to a pm-plan that 

will measure the effectiveness of an intervention that relates to depression.  

 

Flex item: You must create it first in the Custom Flex Question Library before you can 

utilize/import it as part of an active monitoring pm-assessment plan. (See demonstration 

below).  



Pm_Rating1 period Pm_Rating2 
period 

Pm_Rating3 
period 

Pm_Rating4 
period 

POSTTEST 

Flex item * 
 

 
(Jan 5th)  

Flex item * 
 
 
 

Flex item Flex item BIMAS-SF 

Posttest date:  
(Mar 20th to Mar 25th) 

 

 

PLAN D: 
Duration of Intervention: January 5th to March 25th  

In Plan D, pm-plan data are collected with a flex pm-plan throughout the intervention.  The 

intervention is to begin January 5th and it is designed to last until March 25th.  During this 

period, the plan incorporates two measures noted in the table with the two-colored arrows.  

In our example, the blue arrow represents measures of behaviors that will begin January 5th 

and will continue until March 25th.  The green arrow denotes a data gathering pm-plan that 

also begins with the start of the intervention period and will also end on March 25th.  

 

The blue arrow, represents a pm-plan designed to assess the effectiveness of an 

intervention on conduct-related behaviors and the green arrow relates to a pm-plan to 

measure the effectiveness of an intervention that relates to depression.  

 

Flex item: You must create it first in the Custom Flex Question Library before you can 

utilize/import it as part of an active monitoring pm-assessment plan. (See demonstration 

below).  

Pm_Rating1 period Pm_Rating2 
period 

Pm_Rating3 
period 

Pm_Rating4 
period 

Pm_Rating5 
period 

Flex item  
 
(Jan 5th)  

Flex item  
 
 
 

Flex item Flex item Flex item 

(Mar 25th) 

 

There might be other variations of pm-plans that can be created to address specific client’s 

needs.  One has to keep in mind that before a Flex pm-plan is to be incorporated in an 

“active” pm-plan, it has to exist or be created and saved in the archived library of plans.  

Below is a sample of what the CUSTOM-FLEX QUESTION LIBRARY will look like once the user 



begins to create customized Flex Plans.  In the illustration below we see four flex plans.  If you 

wish to see what each plans consists of, all you have to do is click on its name.  

 

 

 
Building a pm-Plan using the BIMAS-2 Flex Options. 

In the discussion below, we demonstrate how to build an active pm-plan described above as 

Plan B.  We will assume that the user is using the progress monitoring worksheet (see end of 

this guide and also available in word format at www.bimas2resources.com), and has identified 

all the components and requirements (i.e. name of plan, raters, duration, etc.).  

 

PRETEST Pm_Rating1 
period 

Pm_Rating2 
period 

Pm_Rating3 
period 

POSTTEST 

BIMAS-SF 

 
Pretest date:   
(Jan 5th to Jan 10th) 

Flex item * 
 
 
 
 
 

Flex item Flex item BIMAS-SF 

 
 
Posttest date:  
(Mar 20th to Mar 25th) 

 

STEPS TO FOLLOW.   

Login into your BIMAS-2 account.  

https://app.edumetrisis.com/  or to the server link provided 

to you upon registration of your account.   

 

 

http://www.bimas2resources.com/
https://app.edumetrisis.com/


Select the “Progress Monitoring” menu option.  

 

 

 

You will be presented with a screen showing two options. 

 

 

• ACTIVE MONITORING PLANS 

• CUSTOM-FLEX QUESTION LIBRARY 

 

 

 

Since Plan B involves the use of Flex items, we will go to the “CUSTOM-FLEX QUESTION 

LIBRARY” first and create the pm-plan that relates to the flex item (represented by the blue 

arrow in the table above, which relates to conduct-related behaviors).  This Flex plan will 

include three behaviors, three items as they appear in the BIMAS-SF.   

 

Select .  This will bring the screen below.   

 

(1) Name the Custom Plan.  Give the custom-flex plan a name that is appropriate for a client or 

situation, etc. (you must give it a name otherwise you will not be able to save it.  However, do 

not worry, you can alter its name later on, after you save the plan).  

 



 
 

Place your cursor in “Assessment Item” field where it says “Custom Item” and press the  . 

You will be presented with a list of all BIMAS-SF items organized across the 5 BIMAS-2 areas 

with the Conduct Items listed first.  We will use the first three items of the Conduct scale for 

this Flex pm-plan so our Flex p-plan will consist of data for the following behaviors: 

o Appeared angry 

o Engaged in risk taking behaviors 

o Fought with others (verbally, physically, or both) 

 

 
 

Select the first item “Appeared angry” and the screen will populate itself with the following:  



 

o It will show how the item will appear in the pm-plan when a rater (Teacher, Clinician, 

Parent, etc.) completes the item/behavior, and automatically populate the field with the 

“Student Self-Assessment Statement” so that it can used if you elect to have the student 

complete the rating (self-assessment).  The student field must be populated in all flex 

pm-plans whether you plan to involve the student or not but this is a decision to include 

a student in the process of self-monitoring is made later on in the process.  

o Next, the BIMAS-2 classifies the Behavior Category where this item belongs.  Because 

the item is from the BIMAS SF (SF: Standard Form), you cannot alter the category. 

o Likewise, the set of scoring criteria cannot be altered.  The rating will follow the exact 

criteria used in the standardization of the BIMAS-SF scale. Thus, scoring these three 

items will utilize the normative data available.   

 

Next, we select the next item for the pm-plan, “engaged in risk-taking behaviors.” 



 

And for the third, item/behavior we select and a new screen will 

allow us to incorporate the new item (fought with others) in the pm-plan – (see figure below). 

 

We just finished building the items of the pm-plan that relate to the blue arrow 

(conduct).  At this point we can continue building the pm-plan with the rest of 

the items, items/behaviors that relate to the green arrow in PLAN B (see table 

above).  As you might recall however, the green arrow was to represent 

behaviors that relate to “Depression”.  If we are to continue adding these 

Depression related items to our current pm-plan, this flex plan would be “too 

specific” to this student, it will be a very individualized pm-plan.  Although this 

has an initial appeal because the pm-plan incorporates two types of behaviors 

(Conduct and Depression), if we decide to use it in the future for another 

client/student, it will most likely require a lot of editing, thus perhaps this might 

not be the most efficient approach to take.  In addition, we notice in our PLAN B 

chart that the monitoring of depression-related behaviors does not begin until a 



later time.  Given these two scenarios (especially the starting date factor) it is 

imperative that we build a separate flex pm-plan for depression, a plan that is 

specific to depression for this client.  Again, we can continue building this pm-

plan including the Depression related items but we must accept the fact that the 

starting dates will be the same for the entire pm-plan.  Because this might not 

be an acceptable option in Plan B, we should keep the monitoring of the two 

types of behaviors (Conduct and Depression) separate.   

 

So let’s proceed and save our Flex pm-plan for the blue arrow (Conduct related behaviors).  

Select  at the lower right corner of the screen and this pm-plan becomes 

an item in the "CUSTOM FLEX QUESTION LIBRARY."   

 

[Note:  for demonstration purposes I will give this plan a name that will force the BIMAS 

platform to list it first, as it sorts pm-plans in alphanumeric order].   

I will call it: 

 
 

After saving the plan by pressing , the screen shown below will appear, 

showing the plan in the "LIBRARY" of plans.  From now on, I can use this plan as often as I need, 

with this student and with other students when and if appropriate.   

 

Before I proceed, I will verify the content of the plan by selecting it from this list.   

 

Press on the name of the plan and you will be able to review its content, and also perform a 

few actions (edit, delete, duplicate). 

 



Next, we will build the "Depression" aspect of the pm-plan for this 
client.  Before we create a brand-new plan, it is a good idea to see if 
one might exist already.  To do so I select the "Progress Monitoring" 
menu item and I inspect the list of available/saved pm-plans that relate 
to "Depression."    
Although I see one that is available, upon further inspection (just click 

on its name to reveal its content), it is not the plan I need for this client.  

 

Therefore, we will proceed with the creation of a new plan following similar steps as with the 

creation of the conduct-related pm-plan.  In this case however, we will create a pm-plan using 

two kinds of customized items.:  

o First, we will use items provided by the BIMAS authors.  These items are elaborations of 

each of the BIMAS-SF items.  They are included in the "Resource" menu option (you 

must be logged into your BIMAS-2 account to see them).  They are files in Excel format.  

Open the file that relates to any of the five BIMAS-2 scales and copy/edit the items of 

interest.  It is recommended that you save these files in your own computer as you may 

choose to update them with your own items for each of the areas in file. 

o Items that are written by the user.  These are items that are created by you, the user.  

The items might relate to the intervention that you are designing, perhaps they are part 

of the student’s IEP, etc.   

 

All flex items created in these two options, will require that you set up the scoring criteria.  It is 

recommended that these criteria are set in consultation with your behavior team, parents, 

and/or student).  

 

Steps to follow. 
 

From the BIMAS-2 Menu select "Resources" and locate the excel files (see Figure below). Open 
the one (double click on the name) that relates to "Negative Affect."  Select the file with the 
BIMAS-2 Flex items, "Negative Affect scale with Positive Valance."  

 



  
 
(Again, we suggest that you create a folder in your personal computer to save this file, so you 
do not have to visit this part of the BIMAS-2 Resource menu again, but even more importantly 
you can improve it by adding new items you create)  
 
The file should appear in your screen, as below:   
 

 
 
Just below the Standard form item # 5 “Appeared sleepy or tired”, the BIMAS-2 authors have 
provided a list of items that elaborate/expand on this item across raters.  We will use the one 
“was alert” (highlighted in yellow for demonstration purposes).   



 
Select Progress Monitoring from the BIMAS-2 menu item. 
 

Then,  select  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
We will use “was alert” when we build our first item in the new pm-plan.  We 
copy and then paste the item in the teacher and self-statements areas (see 
below).   

 
 
Next, we will need to set the scoring criteria for Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often 
and Very Often.  This is a decision of the behavior management team.  The team 
must decide what is appropriate.  The team proposes and determines some 
qualifiers for these criteria, that is, when would a rating will be considered a 
concern, no concern, etc.  (Hint: what a wonderful opportunity to involve and 
engage the parents in this process!!!).  Each of the fields will give you an option to 
select the level of concern.  Use the color-coded legend to determine the level of 
concern.   
 
Please note that although numerical values are present in parentheses, these 

values are not active, .  You must identify/type the numerical 
values (even if they are the same as the values appearing in gray with the fields 
(i.e.  



 

 
 
For the next item in the behavior pm-plan we will create a new item, a new 
behavior, a very customized one.  We follow the same steps.  In the default 
setting, the BIMAS-2 platform offers two “windows”, two places to create a 

custom flex item.  Otherwise, press  and a new CUSTOM 
FLEX ITEM window will appear.   
 
Type in the behavior to be monitored by teachers/clinicians/parents and the child 
themselves (if this is desired), identify the behavior category (another custom 
field option is available) 

and then set the scoring criteria. 



 

Save this new Flex Pm-Plan under its name, AAA-Depression by pressing 

 
The plan will now appear in the list of Custom Flex question library.  See Figure below.  

 

 
Having the two custom plans created and available in the library of plans, to represent the blue 
and green arrows in our pm-plan, we can now create the pm-plan we described earlier (see 
below) 

 

1.  Setting the pretest with a BIMAS-SF 



Select  and name it, include any clinical notes as well about the 
plan. 

 
 
Then proceed with the set-up of the pretest data using the BIMAS-2 SF (see below).  
 

 

Next, select  and import from the list the next monitoring item 

(AAA-Achilles Playground Agresssiveness). 

 

 
 

Press one more time  and then we select the AAA-Depression from 

the drop down options [note that this aspect will start a little later and end on March 20th like 

the AAA-Conduct pm-plan. 

 



 
 

Finally we will complete this monitoring plan with a post test administration of the BIMAS-SF.   

Press one more time  and include the BIMAS-SF with the post test 

dates.  

 
 

Next,  we need to add the name of the student (or students if this was a group intervention) to 

be monitored.  Place the cursor in the data field and begin typing the name of the student. If it 

is in the database it will appear.  If it does not, check the list of deactivated students first.  If it is 

not there then you will need to enter the name of the student before you proceed to the next 

step.  (this is the reason why we recommend using the pm-plan worksheet!!!) 

 
Once a student name is selected, the BIMAS-2 platform expands and returns the following 

screen where the user can determine: 

• if the student will participate in self-monitoring, 

•  if the parent will be invited (parent option appears only if parent data is available in the 

student’s record).  



 
Next we select the remaining of the raters, teacher(s) or other staff.   

 

Place the cursor in the data field and begin typing the name of the teacher who will do the 

rating.  If the name you are looking for is in the database it will appear in the dropdown menu. 

 
 

We select one or as many teachers as we need by pressing  and the list of raters 

is summarized on the same window.  

 

Note that you can remove a rater by pressing the . 



Finally we save the pm-plan  which then appears in the ACTIVE 

MONITORING PLANS list.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note:  At this point the BIMAS-2 platform takes over the logistical aspects of the progress 

monitoring process and sends emails at the specified periods to the raters identified in the 

progress monitoring plan.  The email will look like… 

 

Dear Rater: 
You are receiving this email because you have a new progress monitoring assessment to complete for 
the student below. 
  
Student: Lorena Friesen 
Intervention: Lorena’s social skills 
pm-Assessment: Full Bimas Standard 

 Please login into your BIMAS-2 account here: https://staging.edumetrisis.com/login and complete the 
assessment for Lorena Friesen as soon as possible. Let us know if we can be of any help.  

Thank you! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Selecting the plan by clicking on its name reveals a summary of the plan  

 

 
 

https://staging.edumetrisis.com/login


Later on, selecting the name of the student (first column) will open the student data folder 

where you will able to see the plan.  

 

If you select the  button, you will be able to view the pm-plan data as 

they are coming in by the raters who complete the rating forms. 

 

 

 

Rater scores are displayed 

here numerically and with 

the color scheme selected 



 



When data are submitted by the raters and comparisons across raters can be made, the 

platform can graph this data. (data are form another case here for illustration purposes). 

 
 

Various pm-plans can be designed with the BIMAS-2.  Once again, we encourage the use of the 

worksheet before you begin building the plan on -line.  

 

 


